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15 years
of experience in Geoinformatics
and Spatial Data Science

100+
team members

200+
successful client
implementations

Prestigious Award Winner:
• «CIPR Digital Smart City Award Winner» (2022)

• «Best IT solution for economic development» (2020)

• «Best solution for spatial analysis» (2017)

• «Best IT solution for urban planning» (2014)

200+ projects have been implemented in 
Europe, Russia, Latin America and Africa

40
regions

Software development 
and consulting company



SimCity



Digital twin is just a tool



Digital twin is just a tool



The goals of creating Digital twin

For what?

What we 
should do?

Is the results 
brought us 
closer to our 
goal?



Cities compete for the smart people  



Data-driven decision-making
using the Complex Digital Infrastructure Plan of city Development (CDIPD)

Territory
Information
Model

Strategy of spatial 
development

Standards

Master plans
and General plans

Zoning and land
use regulations

City beautification

Complex city
development
(renovation)

Construction
projects

Infrastructure
projects



Digital twin of a city through connection of different 
types of data to create a single view that can be updated
and accessed on a real-time basis

Orthophotomap and
satellite images

Land parcel information

Utility networks

Plans of territorial
development



The most common case

• Geometa combines data from several 
departments: transport, utilities, beautification. 
And optimizes their plans based on spatio-
temporal analysis revealed the possibility of 
carrying out work in one construction site 
simultaneously. 

• This is more effective than changing pipes 3 
months, after the road had been repaired. 

• It also reduces the time of work and the time of 
temporary street closure, which has an 
additional economic effect. 

The utilities 
department

The transportation 
department

Water supply 
network 

reconstruction plan

Streets and routes 
reconstruction plan

Plan synchronization

• Completed 4 years project 22 
months ahead of the schedule and 
saved $53,000,000
The city’s population is 750.000.





360 pans checking





Population parameters



Schools and kindergartens
availability and reachability

for citizens



Overloaded 

kindergartens



Overloaded 

schools



Deploying new objects taking into account 
the planned residential development



Economical evaluation



Transport planning and parking

Transport. Vehicle Location
Satellite imagery analysis using Computer Vision to 
determine the coordinates of each car in a city for solving 
urban density, transportation, and parking lots issues.

Road Network Reconstruction Planning
Calculating the transportation development program 
based on the factors: population, traffic situation, cost, 
and terms of reconstruction.

Transport. Traffic safety. Analysis of accidents
Visualization of accidents, their concentrations, causes, 
and comparison of this information with other data 
layers related to road safety (traffic lights, road signs).





Parking 

overloaded





Commuting evaluation



Sports

judo



Sports

basketball



Sports

yoga



Sports

all gymnastics 



Sports

figure skating



Drawing courses



Dancig courses



Singing courses



All courses



Road accidents





Crime



Surveillance 

cameras

Dependance

Crime detection 

and solving



Best places 

for new cameras



Land management, appraisal and tax regulation



Environmental quality assessment

Green Planning of Public Spaces
Keep georeferenced registers of green spaces: trees, lawns, shrubs. 
Digital public service delivery: issuance of permits for transplanting, 
pruning, removing green spaces.

Identification of City’s Popular Spots by Analyzing Social Networks
Tourists' and residents’ photos in different city locations on social 
networks can be analyzed to identify the main city’s attractions, in 
order to improve the urban environment.

Park Accessibility Analysis
Investigate the adequacy of neighborhood park services in terms of 
accessibility, parks’ spatial distribution, the size of park areas, and use 
intensity. Provide an optimum level of distribution of neighborhood parks.

Urban Environment Quality Assessment
Calculation and visualization of indicators of the urban environment 
quality index: the green spaces availability, traffic safety, transport 
accessibility, etc.



How to implement CDIDP?



GIS data, associated engineering, and business 
documents through a single user interface
Geometa provides automation of business processes, and electronic document management - with reference
to maps, their objects, and layers. 



GIS and ERP construction plans





Importance of GIS oriented document management

Use Geometa platform to unite and to 
combine data about the territory from 
different departments

Analise the data and make decision

Generate documents based on the 
system data, coordinate and sign with 
an electronic signature.

Update date in the system at the same 
time as any change happens. Use 
workflows for it

Use tools to maintain the data quality 
and accuracy and do change 
monitoring
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Take the best



•platform adoption for client’s needs and 
creating new models, processes, and web 
applications without coding

•compatibility of new configurations with new 
Geometa software releases (we provide new 
release every 2 weeks)

•client’s data remains machine-readable

Database and UI structure based 
on Metadata

Low code 
deep configuration tools
to adopt the system



•Creating queries without SQL coding
•Multilevel queries of connected tables and views
•Automatic queries analysis of speed and reliability, chains of queries
•Export the results of the queries to GIS format

Visual query builder



Geometa helps to dive natively into the details of objects located on the territory, 
connecting vector layers with various information, for example, the boundaries of land 
parcels. And also, in addition to vector layers with various information, it is possible to 
check out panoramas of the area, 3D models of buildings, investment assessment of the 
territory, and analyze various information about objects
on the 3D map etc

3D mapping and interactive spatial
layout of the territory



all changes of data are available immediately 
for 1000+ web-users with 500+ layers of 5.000.000 objects

Fast dynamic geocache



Thank you for your attention

Alexey Dudarev
adudarev@geometa.ae





Digital footprints using





Outdoor



Indoor













Environment rating calculations



Концентрация фотографий
Квадрат цены 1 м2 жилой недвижимостиComparing the property prices and environment rating


